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BIONB IS THE 
TRUSTED BIOSCIENCE 
AUTHORITY IN NEW 
BRUNSWICK, CANADA

We promote a supportive business environment 
for bioscience ventures through coaching, 
community building and advocacy.
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Mandate
To foster New Brunswick’s bioscience 
sector by providing leadership and 
support to increase the research, 
development and commercialization 
capacity in New Brunswick.

The Mission
To champion New Brunswick’s 
bioscience sector.
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HAILING THE 
BENEFITS OF 
BIOSCIENCE FOR 
NEW BRUNSWICK

What if I told you that New Brunswick could 
revitalize its economy, retain young workers and 
help the environment to boot?

It might sound too good to be true, but it’s 
not. The bioeconomy can do all of these things 
and more. Some of those efforts are already 
happening right here, but there’s so much more 
that could be done if we had a focused effort 
around policy and programming.

Bioscience, or biotechnology as it’s sometimes 
known, uses living things to develop useful 
products and processes. Add in the business 
component and you have the bioeconomy, which 
is a rapidly growing collision of sectors across the 
world. Entrepreneurs are creating opportunities 
to ensure our food security, improve our health 
and create a cleaner environment.
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Meaghan Seagrave 
Executive Director, BioNB

What does this look like in real life? Think 
turning waste into biodiesel and using drones 
to maximize crop yield and reduce pesticide 
use. With 75 percent of New Brunswick’s land 
covered in forest and farmland, our province is 
ripe for this cutting-edge work to take place.

Local companies are already players in the 
bioeconomy. Resson Aerospace received $14 
million in funding last year to pursue agricultural 
technology research, and LuminUltra Technologies 
is exporting microbiological measurement tools 
and test kits to more than 60 countries — just to 
name a few examples.

This activity creates demand for jobs and highly 
skilled workers to fill them. Companies in the 
bioeconomy are able to provide compensation 
packages that can entice college graduates away 
from the bright lights and fast pace of a large city 
to the rural regions of New Brunswick.

These young workers benefit from a lower cost 
of living and can bring vital commerce to our 
region. This is exactly the model that cities and 
towns across the world have used to transform 

from withering communities to vibrant places 
that you see in magazine rankings of the best 
places to live.

While the bioeconomy is creating new jobs in 
New Brunswick, it’s not abandoning our roots in 
the process. Bioscience is the perfect marriage of 
our traditional industries like forestry, agriculture 
and fisheries with the cutting-edge technology 
platforms that are helping to transform and 
innovate them.

New Brunswick has all of the building blocks 
necessary to grow the bioeconomy even more and 
attract world-class businesses to the area. We have 
the physical space and type of land needed for 
bioscience development, along with the research 
expertise to make it happen.

This area is a hidden gem waiting to be discovered 
by investors and job seekers alike. The outlook is 
bright, and we can’t wait to see what’s next. We’ve 
put together this annual report to show New 
Brunswickers all the great work taking place in 
bioscience in this province.
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WHAT IS BIONB?

BioNB is the voice of the 
bioscience sector in  
New Brunswick.
We are a not-for-profit that advocates for the 
sector and works to raise its profile provincially, 
nationally and internationally. BioNB works 
with over 100 companies and 14 research 
institutions and partners with other players in 
the provincial start-up ecosystem.

Sector Intelligence
BioNB holds strong relationships within 
industry, research and government making us a 
crucial ally for all sector interactions. We are the 
trusted authority on who’s who and what’s what 
in NB’s biosector.

Special Events
BioNB hosts regular events to foster sector 
networking and to educate companies, decision 
makers and the public on current issues and 
emerging trends.

Information Flow
We are the information hub for all things NB 
bioscience and are up-to-date on international 
news that will impact our region and industry 
as a whole. We communicate sector intelligence 
through many channels, so connect with us to 
stay in the know. 

Business Services
The BioNB team is well rounded with 
backgrounds in science, IT, business 
development and marketing.

http://bionb.org/events/
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WHAT IS BIOSCIENCE?

Bioscience covers a broad 
range of scientific activities 
in food, health, forestry and 
agriculture.
Bioscience or biotechnology involves using 
living things to develop useful products and 
processes. Entrepreneurs in this sector are 
creating opportunities to ensure our food 
security, improve our health and create a cleaner 
environment. Pharmaceuticals and medical 
technologies typically come to mind, but 
bioscience is more than that. New areas like 
agricultural technology, biofuels, bioproducts 
and biorefining are starting to take off globally. 
Using drones to analyze crop yields, turning 
waste wood into green diesel and extracting new 
medicinals from fisheries waste are all examples 
of ways to do more value-add with our biomass.

Bioscience has presented 
us with new knowledge, 
products and methods:

New vaccines to prevent disease;

Genetically modified plants with resistance to pests;

Repair of damaged organs and tissues and improved detection of diseases;

Treatments for human infertility;

Bacteria capable of cleaning up oil spills; and

Environmentally friendly biofuels.

BETTER Healthcare

Disease PREVENTION

SECURING Food Supply

PRESERVING the Environment

Bio ENERGY

Products from BIOMASS
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HOW CAN 
BIOSCIENCE BENEFIT 
NEW BRUNSWICK?

Our traditional industries of fishing, farming and 
forestry and emerging technologies in bioscience 
combine to transform our resources into high 
value products. This is what sets New Brunswick 
apart. 75% of New Brunswick is covered with 
biomass in the form of forest or farmland. This 
biomass coupled with two distinct coastlines 
offering a large range of marine opportunities, is 
creating massive possibilities for us to play in the 
global bio-economy. New Brunswick is also home 
to the technical knowhow in our 14 research 
institutions and a growing knowledge sector.

We have the building blocks 
required to build and attract 
world-class bioscience businesses 
here in New Brunswick.
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New Brunswick is a province 
with over 100 years of experience 
innovating in its forestry, agriculture, 
aquaculture and marine sectors.
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2007 2009 2011 2013 2015 2017

NUMBER OF CORE COMPANIES

In the last decade, the number of bioscience 
companies has grown by 300%.

BIOSCIENCE 
COMPANIES IN 
NEW BRUNSWICK
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44% 22% 16% 19%

STAGE OF COMPANIES

START-UP
EARLY 
STAGE

GROWTH 
STAGE

MATURE

COMPANIES BY SECTOR

Bioeconomy / Natural Resources Tech 50%
MedTech 30%
CleanTech / Environmental 9%
Animal Health Tech 5%
Bio IT 5%
Value-Added Food 2%
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SOME OF OUR 
CLIENTS
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BIOSCIENCE  
START-UP HIGHLIGHTS

We work with over 40 
companies involved in 
bioscience. In the last four 
years, we have seen the 
number of bioscience start-
ups double.

Resson Aerospace, which recently received $14 
million in investment from Monsanto and a 
U.S. venture capital firm, is a great example of a 
company seeing success in the fast growing field 
of agri-tech.

Mycodev Group is producing and selling 
medical grade chitosan from fermented fungus 
to major biochemical companies around the 
globe.

LuminUltra Technologies is exporting its 
microbiological measurement tools and test kits 
to over 60 countries around the world. 

All of these firms call  
New Brunswick home.
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TAKING IDEAS TO THE 
NEXT LEVEL WITH 
THE BIONB VIRTUAL 
INCUBATOR PROGRAM

BioNB’s Virtual Incubator Program is for 
researchers and entrepreneurs who want to get 
their  bio-based start-ups to the next stage. We 
help clients grow their business by providing 
coaching, connections, tools and resources. We 
offer a suite of services and tools based on your 
unique needs:

BioNB’s Virtual Incubator Program is the province’s 
only incubation program that leverages scientific 
sector expertise and knowledge to help you validate 
the science and market of your bio-based ventures.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

CONNECTIONS AND NETWORKING

FUNDING AND ACCESS TO CAPITAL
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The support from BioNB has reaff irmed our 
decision to move our headquarters from Ontario, 
to New Brunswick because of a healthier and 
more supportive life sciences ecosystem. We look 
forward to continuing to work with BioNB as 
we continue to grow and develop. 
Dr. Arun Anand 
CEO Tieös Pharmaceuticals

BioNB played an extremely significant role when 
it came to PFERA’s success. Asking the tough 
questions, helping me understand the landscape 
of something extremely new for me. Leveraging 
BioNB’s network can make a world of a difference 
when trying to solve problems quickly that 
requires cross-disciplinary skills. 
Lisa Pfister 
CEO, Pfera

Business in the life sciences sector can be a fairly 
tricky thing. An extra-long path to market, 
lots of different expertise needed, very complex 
bureaucracy to navigate etc. Missteps in any 
business are very expensive but in the bio sector, 
they can come with massive losses in time. Having 
a knowledgeable team such as BioNB simply to 
get a first or second opinion on things has been 
invaluable. They are the first line of inquiry for 
all things bio in the province. We look forward 
to working with them more closely as we forge 
on ahead. 
Jeremie Gautreau 
Operations Coordinator, Picomole Inc.

BioNB has been a huge help to us as we created 
and built our business. From early introductions 
to key members of the dairy community, to advice 
around our business model, funding, and beyond, 
BioNB has always been there to support and 
coach us here at SomaDetect. They are the only 
entrepreneurial support organisation in all 
of New Brunswick with insight into science, 
and understanding of the time, energy, and 
money that it takes to get bioscience ventures 
like ours off the ground. The impact and their 
importance in our community is difficult to 
overstate. Their expertise and dedication has 
been instrumental to our success. 
Dr. Bethany Deshpande 
CEO and Co-Founder, SomaDetect

What our clients are saying.
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NEW BRUNSWICK 
COMPANY MILESTONES 
IN 2017

Atlantic Cancer Research Institute signed a 
non-exclusive license agreement with BioVendor 
for liquid biopsy enabling technology. Work on 
liquid biopsies at ACRI was awarded a $3M AIF 
in September 2016.

Soricimed Biopharma published the results 
of Phase I studies of SOR-C13 in patients with 
advanced solid tumours.

Screening Devices Canada’s investigational 
study of smartphone and rapid tests was 
approved by Health Canada. The research will 
take place at Horizon Health.

Chinova Bioworks presented at the TERRA 
accelerator demo day in San Francisco. The 
TERRA accelerator is focused on food and 
agriculture innovation and features exposure to 
major corporate partners. Chinova Bioworks 
CTO David Brown was awarded the Governor 
General’s Innovation Award.

SomaDetect won $1 million in investment 
by winning the 43North competition held in 
Buffalo, New York in October. SomaDetect was 
named one of 2017’s Top 20 most innovative 
new Canadian tech companies by CIX. The 
CIX Top 20 program is Canada’s largest 
national showcase of the hottest and most 
innovative emerging tech companies.

ADI Systems was acquired by Pittsburgh-based 
Evoqua Water Technologies, the world’s largest 
provider of wastewater solutions.

BIOMATCAN received ISO 13485 Certification 
for Medical Devices. The achievement of this 
important objective is a key step toward the 
global marketing of the company’s products.

Canuevo Biotech was accepted into Rebel Bio 
accelerator in Cork, Ireland with a $100K 
investment.
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Zecken Labs, Pfera, Tieös Pharmaceuticals, 
Canuevo Biotech and IPSNP Computing. 
These companies advanced to the semi-finals 
of the BioInnovation Challenge in Halifax, 
resulting in 5 of the 8 semi-finalists hailing 
from New Brunswick. Pfera was chosen as the 
winner, netting a $15,000 seed investment and 
a package of support services valued at $30,000. 
The runners up were Tieös Pharmaceuticals 
and Zecken Labs. New Brunswick companies 
came 1st, 2nd and 3rd this year.

The following bioscience 
organizations were finalists 
in the 2017 KIRA Awards

Innovation Champion 
Institute for Biomedical Engineering UNB 
(Winner) 
Spruce Budworm Tracker 

Most Innovative Startup 
Chinova Bioworks 

Most Innovative Product or Service 
Lizotte Machine Vision 
Soricimed Biopharma (Winner) 

Economic Impact Through Innovation 
LuminUltra Technologies 

Premiers Award for Innovation –  
Private Sector 
Northern Hardwoods Research Institute 
(Winner) 
RPC
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BIOSCIENCE 
START-UP 

In just over a year, SomaDetect has grown from 
an idea to a product being used by dairy farmers 
across North America to solve a significant 
problem. Founded by Bethany Deshpande and 
based in Fredericton with six staff, SomaDetect 
sells hardware and software that provides dairy 
farmers with the information they need to 
produce the highest quality milk possible.

SomaDetect is poised to 
revolutionize the global dairy 
industry.

A major problem for dairy farmers is mastitis, a 
disease that can reduce the quality of milk and 
be fatal for a cow if not detected early. Currently, 
farmers have all of the milk produced by their 
herd tested by taking a sample and sending it 
to a lab. Not only does this process take time, 
but if mastitis is found, the cow that is infected 
cannot be pinpointed. This is an issue for the 
infected cow, but can also mean significant loss 
in revenue for the farmer.

From left to right: Weidan Ni, Ryan Cobb, 

Bethany Deshpande, Nicholas Clermont, 

Bharath Sudarsan, Bryan Wattie.

SOMADETECT
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With SomaDetect’s optical sensor system, each 
cow can be tested daily, and the results can be  
read on a smartphone. If mastitis is present, the 
cow can be given treatment right away and the 
quality of the milk from the rest of the herd can 
be maintained.

The technology’s lower cost and increased 
portability empowers farmers to manage their 
herds in real time. With 55,000 dairy farms in 
North America, and a strong interest from 
dairy farmers to date, the market opportunity is 
significant.

SomaDetect won $1 million in 
investment by winning the 43 
North competition held in Buffalo, 
New York in October.

In 2017, SomaDetect was a finalist in the NBIF 
Breakthru Competition, the winner of the Fierce 
Founders Bootcamp in Ontario and winner of 
the Ag Innovation Showcase in St. Louis. 
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THE BIONB NETWORK
BioNB partners with a large network of 
organizations nationally and globally to help 
start-ups and researchers move forward.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Canadian Trade Commissioner Service 
NB Department of Agriculture, Aquaculture, and Fisheries 
The Office of Small & Medium Enterprises (OSME) 
Build in Canada Innovation Program 
Export Development Canada

ADVOCACY
New Brunswick Health Research Foundation 
New Brunswick Business Council 
Smart Grid Innovation Network 
TechImpact

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
UNB Office of Research Services 
Institute of Biomedical Engineering (UNB) 
Mitacs 
International Business and Entrepreneurship Centre (Activator Program) 
Technology Management and Entrepreneurship Centre 
Mount Allison University Faculty of Business 
UNB Faculty of Business Administration 
Springboard Atlantic 
Science Atlantic AFRED 
Université de Moncton

WAGE SUBSIDY
BioTalent Canada 
NB Youth Employment Fund 
GNB Workforce Expansion 
GNB SEED 
GNB One Job PledgeCOMPETITIONS/PITCHING

NBIF Breakthru 
BioInnovation Challenge 
AgTech Investor Forum 
Animal Health Investment Forum 
Ag Innovation Showcase 
New England Venture Forum 
BIO Investor Forum

PRIVATE INVESTMENT
Futurpreneur 
First Angel Network 
Growth Works 
BDC Capital 
New Brunswick Innovation Foundation 
Innovacorp
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SISTER AGENCIES
PEI BioAlliance 
BioNova 
BIOTECanada 
NATI 
BioIndustrial Innovation Canada 
AgWest Bio 
Alberta Innovates  
Composites Innovation Centre  
LSAM  
FPAC  
FPInnovations  
ACBC

ACCELERATORS AND INCUBATORS
Accel-RX (healthcare) 
J-Labs (healthcare) 
MaRS HealthKick 
Lazaridis Institute 
Emergence (biotech) 
IndieBio (biotech) 
Bioenterprise (ag) 
YieldLab (ag) 
Propel ICT (IT) 
CDRD (pharma) 
EcoFuel (CleanTech) 
Canada’s Smartest Kitchen (food) 
BioFoodTech (food) 
CQDM (pharma) 
Summer Institute 
CDL Energia Ventures

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
Opportunities NB 
The National Research Council – Industrial Research Assistance Program 
(NRC-IRAP) 
Natural Products Canada 
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) 
Sustainable Development Canada (SDTC) 
Canada Revenue Agency 
Genome Atlantic 
New Brunswick Post-Secondary Education Training and Labour (PETL) 
Business Development Canada

RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
Biorefinery Technology Scale-Up Centre at CCNB 
Research and Productivity Council 
UNB Wood Science and Technology Centre 
Coastal Zones Research Institute 
Huntsman Marine Science Centre 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 
Canadian Forest Service 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada’s Smartest Kitchen

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
3+ (Greater Moncton) 
Ignite Fredericton 
CBDC 
Enterprise Saint John

STARTUP SUPPORT
Connexion Works 
Planet Hatch 
Venn Innovation 
Pond Deshpande Centre 
The Hive 
NBCC Oasis

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
Wallace McCain Institute 
MaRS 
LearnSphere
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BIOTECHNOLOGY 
COMPANIES SWEEP 
PROVINCIAL PODIUM AT 
BREAKTHRU START-UP 
COMPETITION

Pfera Inc. takes grand 
prize, and SomaDetect and 
WEnTech grab runner-up 
spots.
In March, the New Brunswick Innovation 
Foundation named the winners of the Breakthru 
Start-up Competition. 

The top three provincial victory spots were 
landed by 3 companies who are prime examples 
of marrying the old with the new: using modern 
information technology platforms to innovate 
in our traditional sectors. Biotechnology and 
information technology are not separate 
industries, but rather complimentary tools to 
develop cross-sectoral solutions.

Pfera Inc. took the grand prize and WEnTech 
Solutions and SomaDetect were named runners-
up at the Breakthru Awards. These start-ups are 
led by some of the hardest working people in the 
province who have the passion and technical 
expertise to grow companies from the ground up.

http://nbif.ca/en/blog/new_brunswick_the_big_winner_in_breakthru
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Grand prize winner Pfera Inc. is 
testing their biotech solution for 
horse breeders.

Pfera’s technology helps horse owners predict 
precisely when their mares will give birth, saving 
significant time and money in a small but 
lucrative industry.

Runner-up SomaDetect is on a similar path with 
their solution for dairy farmers, a detection tool 
that helps dairy farmers quickly assess the health 
of their herd and their milk. The region’s dairy 
industry is certainly intrigued, and SomaDetect 
CEO Bethany Deshpande is aiming for a five-
farm pilot project in 2017.

Breakthru’s other runner up, WEnTech 
Solutions, has built their IT platform W-SAS to 
help engineers more easily assess the details of 
waste-to-energy projects. Their resource-saving 
tool is attracting interest in their industry with 
paying customers already secured from around 
the region and across the globe.

Pfera CEO Lisa Pfister. 

Courtesy NBIF.

The 2017 Breakthru Finalists. 

Courtesy NBIF, GNB.

http://entrevestor.com/ac/blog/somadetect-plans-2017-pilot-project
http://entrevestor.com/ac/blog/somadetect-plans-2017-pilot-project
http://blog.onbcanada.ca/2017/02/new-brunswick-biotech-engineering/
http://blog.onbcanada.ca/2017/02/new-brunswick-biotech-engineering/
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CANUEVO BIOTECH INC.

Medical Cannabis programs are emerging 
globally. But without definitive knowledge about 
the dosage, bioavailability and standardization of 
the medication being prescribed, most doctors 
and health practitioners are reluctant to prescribe 
a treatment for their patients.

Canuevo turns plants into 
medicines that doctors can 
prescribe with confidence to their 
patients.

The only way to bring cannabis to acceptance 
in the medical community is to progress it along 
the same path of other currently marketed 
pharmaceuticals. This includes full clinical trials 
proving the efficacy against specific illnesses and 
standardized production. Following a standard 
approach, further drugs with a specific mode 
of action, such as long-term release or localised 
targeted release can then be developed.

Dr. Nils Rehmann, CEO and Daniel Carbo, 

CSO enjoying a short break from their 

RebelBio accelerator, in Ireland, with RebelBio 

CSO Dr. John Carrigan.

BIOSCIENCE 
START-UP 
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Founded by Dr. Nils Rehmann and Daniel 
Carbo, Canuevo Biotech has developed drug 
delivery platforms that work with state of the art 
encapsulation techniques to design drugs that 
have fully understood and characterised release 
profiles. Their platforms can be incorporated into 
nutraceuticals, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals.

Nils and Daniel have completed their prototype 
platform, and are currently seeking investment 
to bring their cannabinoid-based Natural 
Health Products to market and pursue the 
research required to create pharmaceutical grade 
applications.
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RESEARCH

There are 14 research 
institutions in New 
Brunswick providing 
significant research 
capacity to support 
industry and access to 
thousands of HQPs for 
contract service support.
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Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada – Fredericton Research and 
Development Centre

Atlantic Cancer Research Institute

Atlantic Forestry Centre - Canadian Forest Service

Biorefinery Technology Scale-Up Centre

Coastal Zones Research Institute

Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Gulf Fisheries Centre 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans - Saint Andrews Biological Station

Eastern Canada Soil & Water Conservation Centre

Horizon Health Network

Northern Hardwoods Research Institute 

RPC 

Stan Cassidy Centre

The Huntsman Marine Science Centre

Vitalité Health Network

Meaghan Seagrave (left), executive director, BioNB vists the Fredericton Research and Development 
Centre, Agriculture and Agri-food Canada. 
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NEW BRUNSWICK’S 
AQUACULTURE 
CELEBRITY

Dr. Thierry Chopin, the Scientific Director 
of the NSERC Canadian Integrated Multi-
Trophic Aquaculture Network (CIMTAN), 
cultivates and promotes New Brunswick as 
a centre of innovation for aquaculture and 
coastal research. In 2004, he coined the term 
IMTA (Integrated Multi-Trophic Aquaculture): 
an environmentally friendly, economically 
diversifying and societally acceptable practice 
of farming not only fish, but also seaweeds 
and invertebrates. He travels around the world 
promoting IMTA and New Brunswick as a 
leader in the worldwide network of sustainable 
aquaculture development and coastal research.

CIMTAN, hosted by the University of New 
Brunswick in Saint John, has been able to train 
137 HQP (highly qualified personnel) through 
collaborations between 28 scientists spread over 
6 provinces, 8 universities, 6 federal laboratories 
of Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 1 provincial 
laboratory (NB Research and Productivity 
Council), and 4 industry partners. These well 
trained inter-disciplinary HQP have had no 
problem finding jobs in a variety of sectors, 
including here in this province.

INNOVATOR 
PROFILE

Thierry’s research on marine IMTA and 
freshwater IMTA (aquaponics) has a direct 
impact on the retention of HQP and attracts 
inward investments to New Brunswick. Thierry 
created his own company, Chopin Coastal 
Health Solutions Inc., involved in worldwide 
consulting and the development of seaweed-
based products.

Thierry is an aquaculture celebrity and New 
Brunswick is lucky to have him. He is a 
champion for the province and for the coastal 
research community as a whole.

Credit Steven Backman
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BIOSCIENCE 
GROWTH 
COMPANY

SORICIMED 
BIOPHARMA INC.

Soricimed Biopharma is a success story in 
translational research: taking technology 
from the academic research bench to private 
industry. Work that began out of curiosity in 
Professor Jack Stewart’s research lab at Mount 
Allison University in Sackville was moved into 
the private sector in 2005. Professor Stewart’s 
discovery of a proprietary bi-functional paralytic 
peptide, soricidin, with ion channel modulating 
characteristics soon became much more. 

Soricimed Biopharma is a success 
story in translational research: 
taking technology from the 
academic research bench to 
private industry. 

Based on Professor Stewart’s initial discoveries, 
Soricimed has developed SOR-C13, a clinical 
drug candidate for the targeted treatment of 
various solid tumour cancers. SOR-C13 has been 
shown to be effective against many epithelial 
cancers, including breast, ovarian, pancreatic 
and prostate cancers. Phase I clinical trials were 
completed in the U.S. and Canada in 2016 
at Juravinski Cancer Centre, London Health 
Sciences Centre, and University of Texas MD 
Anderson Cancer Center. SOR-C13 was shown 

to be well tolerated and effective on a number 
of different cancers.  The company intends to 
initiate further clinical trials this year.

In 2016, the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration granted Soricimed orphan 
drug approval for ovarian and pancreatic 
cancer, a major milestone which means that 
the drug qualifies for special incentives to 
encourage clinical trials to offset the rarity and 
severity of the condition being treated. 

Soricimed owns all the intellectual property 
surrounding the soricidin platform (eleven US 
patents; two European regional patents in 8 
countries, two Japanese patents, one Canadian 
and one Hong Kong patent have been issued; 
five additional patents are in process). In 
addition to their proprietary cancer drug, their 
second major focus is a peptide drug conjugate 
platform.  Using the targeting properties of 
their peptides, they can deliver highly potent 
cytotoxic agents directly to tumours of major 
cancers, including ovarian, breast and prostate. 

Based in Moncton, Soricimed is led by CEO 
Paul Gunn.
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EVENTS 
IN 2017
BioNB hosted, sponsored or supported the 
following events for clients and stakeholders. 
Over 654 people participated.

NETWORKING
Open House: Sustaining the Hardwood Resource Value Chain: The Work of the 
Northern Hardwoods Research Institute 
Edmundston

BIO 2017 
San Diego

BIO World Congress on Industrial Biotechnology 
Montreal

Innovation at the Market 
Fredericton

Meet and Greet with Dutch Agri Tech Companies 
Fredericton

Global Biotech Week (September 20-27, 2017) 
BioNB participated in GBW2017, a week of events and awareness activities across 
Canada and in Europe that celebrate the economic strength of the biotechnology sector. 
BioNB’s social media accounts during GBW2017 helped promote, to a wide audience, 
interesting facts about New Brunswick’s bioscience sector.
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EDUCATION
Sales for Early Stage Ventures 
A BioNB Webinar

Are you ready to export? 
A BioNB Webinar

How Early Stage Ventures Can Get the Most Out of Conferences 
A BioNB Webinar

CETA Workshops with Michel Têtu 
Fredericton

Practical Online Marketing Strategies for New Brunswick Businesses 
Moncton

Export Readiness Workshops 
Edmundston & Bathurst

Webcast Over Breakfast: Medical Device Design, Development 
and Commercialization

INVESTMENT ATTRACTION
MaRS Healthkick Challenge 
Toronto

Agri Tech Venture Forum 
Toronto

Investment Readiness Workshop with First Angel Network 
Fredericton

First Angel Network: One-on-One Sessions 
Fredericton

Bloom Burton Services Presentation, Round Table Discussion on Tech Transfer 
and one-on-one meetings 
Moncton

AgInnovation Showcase 
St. Louis

New England Venture Summit 
Boston
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ATLANTIC 
BIOCON

Atlantic BIOCON is the region’s flagship 
initiative for fostering the necessary strategic 
partnerships between industry, research, and 
decision makers that drive the bio-economy 
forward. The sixth annual conference was held 
in Fredericton in June.

The conference delegates were from 9 provinces 
and 4 countries (Canada, US, Finland and 
Spain).  These attendees represented 86 
distinct organizations. The mix of companies, 
researchers, and other stakeholders in attendance 
made for excellent learning and networking 
opportunities.
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Past Keynote Speakers
2017 Dr. Jussi Manninen, VTT Technical 
Research Centre, Helsinki, Finland: “We’re 
Not So Different, You and I: Comparing 
Bioeconomies in Finland and Canada”.

2016 Dr. Laurent Bernier, Senior Vice 
President, BioAmber Canada, Montreal: 
“Bazancourt: A Business Model Suitable for the 
Atlantic Region”

2015 Chris De Visser, Research Coordinator, 
Sustainable Agro-chains Application Centre for 
Renewable Resources, Lelystad, Netherlands: 
“Design, Development and Experimentation 
with an Application Centre for Renewable 
Resources in the Netherlands”

2014 Nicolas Proietti, Resource International 
Ltd, Reykjavik, Iceland: “Biorefinery System for 
Innovative Combined Biofuel Production”

2013 Dr. David Bressler, University of Alberta: 
“Developing Biorefinery Platforms Compatible 
to Alberta’s Oilsands”

Atlantic BIOCON Organizers
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A TRUSTED PARTNER 
FOR GOVERNMENT

We assist various government departments 
and agencies, federally and provincially on files 
related to the development of the bioeconomy in 
the province and Atlantic Canada.

New Brunswick Economic Growth Plan Charters: Bioeconomy  
and Blueberries

New Brunswick CleanTech Asset Map

The Canada-Atlantic Provinces Agreement on International Business 
Development (IBDA) 

Atlantic Trade and Investment Growth Strategy (ATIGS) for Life Sciences 
and Clean Tech

Sector expertise on bioeconomy files for the Government of New 
Brunswick and the Government of Canada

Regular reporting on bioscience developments to provincial and federal 
stakeholders

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada commercialization support

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada Industrial Bioproducts Value  
Chain Committee

Atlantic Policy Research Initiative report on Atlantic Canada’s Low 
Carbon Bio-Based Economy Opportunity
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NEW BRUNSWICK BIG 
DATA EXPERT SOLVES 
PROBLEMS IN THE CLINIC 
AND IN THE FIELD

Dr. Chris Baker is CEO of IPSNP Computing. 
Based on Dr. Baker’s research, IPSNP has 
developed a data query platform named 
HYDRA, which provides decision support to 
managers based on integrated access to analytical 
software and enterprise databases. HYDRA’s 
data analysis is highly efficient and of much 
lower cost than existing data aggregation tools. 
HYDRA was successfully tested in a U.S. 
hospital for the clinical surveillance of sepsis and 
is in trials for use in agriculture. Dr. Baker’s career 
has spanned both industry and academia in 
Austria, Canada, Singapore and in the UK. He is 
currently professor and chair of the Department 
of Computer Science at the University of New 
Brunswick in Saint John. In 2016 Dr. Baker was 
a finalist for the Canadian Open Data Leader of 
the year. In 2017 he was invited as a speaker at the 
Annual Meeting of Agricultural Chief Scientists 
of G20 States (MACS-G20) on Linked Open 
Data in Agriculture.

INNOVATOR 
PROFILE
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ACKNOWLEDGING 
ACHIEVEMENT IN 
NEW BRUNSWICK 
BIOSCIENCE

In September, BioNB awarded ADI Systems the 
New Brunswick Bioscience Achievement Award 
at the annual industry event, Innovation at the 
Market. Over 150 members of the business and 
research community gathered for the presentation 
of the award and the celebration of the substantial 
growth experienced by the province’s bioscience 
sector in recent years.

The New Brunswick Bioscience Achievement 
Award, sponsored by McInnes Cooper, is given 
out every year and recognizes one individual, 
company or research team who, above all others, 
has made outstanding contributions to the 
growth and promotion of the sector and has 
helped to put New Brunswick on a national or 
global map.

ADI Systems provides wastewater treatment 
and waste-to-energy technologies for industrial 
processors around the world. This includes 
many household names such as The Kraft 
Heinz Company and The Kellogg Company. 
ADI Systems has also completed successful 
wastewater treatment projects locally— 
including a system at Old Dutch Snack Foods 
in Hartland—and the company is currently 
working on a large-scale project at Lake Utopia 
Paper, a J.D. Irving Company.
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ADI Systems was founded in New Brunswick 
nearly 30 years ago and has successfully expanded 
over the years to build a global presence. In the 
process, they have created many employment 
opportunities for New Brunswick residents, 
helping grow the local economy.

“We are honoured to accept 
the New Brunswick Bioscience 
Achievement Award,” says 
Shannon Grant, President of ADI 
Systems. “The award brings light 
to our humble NB roots, and 
showcases how a local company 
can compete on a global scale.”

ADI Systems was chosen from among four 
strong nominees this year: Dr. Chris Baker of 
IPSNP Computing; SomaDetect, a start-up 
and finalist in NBIF’s Breakthru Competition, 
and Dr. Murray McLaughlin of Bioindustrial 
Innovation Canada.

McInnes Cooper, a leading Atlantic Canadian 
and national law firm, sponsored the Bioscience 
Achievement Award, which was presented to 
ADI Systems by Jaime Connolly, partner in the 
Fredericton office.

Left to right: Dr. Greg Kealey, Chair, BioNB; José Molina, Director of Business Development, ADI 

Systems; Hon. Andrew Harvey, Minister of Agriculture, Mines & Rural Affairs; Jaime Connelly, 

partner, McInnes Cooper; Meaghan Seagrave, Executive Director, BioNB.
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Meaghan Seagrave, M.Sc 
Executive Director

OUR TEAM

Wendy Yerxa 
Office Manager

Jennifer O’Donnell, M.Sc 
Pre-Commercialization Officer

Ryan Reid, MBA 
Client Relations Manager

Shawni Beaulieu 
Marketing and Communications Officer
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WHAT MAKES  
US UNIQUE?
WE HAVE THE SCIENCE AND BUSINESS SKILLS 
TO GIVE QUALIFIED ADVICE AND SERVICES

POST SECONDARY 
DEGREES IN8

BUSINESS & 
MARKETING

FOOD SCIENCE BIOCHEMISTRY

PHYSIOLOGY LIBERAL ARTS

WE UNDERSTAND THE NEEDS OF START-UPS

BECAUSE WE’VE 
BEEN THERE DONE THAT

START-UPS
9

AS EMPLOYEES OF

WE’VE PUT TIME INTO BUILDING OUR EXPERIENCE

12 YEARS SALES & MARKETING

15 YEARS HEALTH AND BIO

10 YEARS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

14 YEARS BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

24 YEARS PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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BIONB’S BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS

CHAIRMAN & PRESIDENT 
Pat Whalen 
President 
LuminUltra Technologies Ltd. 

SECRETARY-TREASURER 
JP Astorino 
Managing Director 
Forest Protection Limited

Francis LeBlanc 
Assistant Vice-President Research 
Université de Moncton

Dr. David MaGee 
Acting Vice-President (Research) 
University of New Brunswick

Greg Adams 
Manager 
Research and Development, Nurseries  
and Tree Improvement, J.D. Irving, Limited

Lindsay Bowman 
Director of Research 
New Brunswick Innovation Foundation

Kevin Shiell 
New Products Formulation Manager 
Acadian Seaplants Limited

Brennan Sisk 
Co-Founder 
Mycodev Group

Dr. Jamey Smith 
Executive Director 
The Huntsman Marine Science Centre

Dr. Murray McLaughlin 
President 
McLaughlin Consultants Inc. 

Chris Dickie 
Senior Project Executive 
New Brunswick Department of  
Agriculture, Aquaculture and Fisheries 

Dino Kubik 
Senior Programs Officer 
AAFC (Observer)
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2018: THE YEAR AHEAD

We see big opportunities 
for biosciences in New 
Brunswick in 2018.

CLEANTECH 
The federal government has positioned over $21B in funding to support green 
infrastructure, greenhouse gas reductions, climate change adaptation and increased 
resilience. New Brunswick has much to offer in bio-based energy and biorefining 
projects, small scale regional energy generation and distribution and the build-out of 
smart-grid technologies to tie it all together.

OCEANTECH
New Brunswick is well positioned to link clean technologies to the marine transport 
sector and coastal monitoring capabilities. Established sectors like aquaculture, wild 
fishery, maritime defence, and offshore oil and gas will be transformed into digitally-
driven, sustainable sources of new economic opportunities. Opportunities to grow 
new technologies and harness existing technology platforms in a new sector will allow 
New Brunswick to better leverage the tech growth happening in its urban centres to the 
benefit of its coastal economies.
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CANNABIS 
With the legalization of marijuana just around the corner (July 2018) and the anticipated 
decriminalization of hemp soon to follow, New Brunswick is the province of choice for 
both indoor and outdoor growing opportunities as well as other downstream cannabis 
value chain players, technologies and product manufacturers.

DATA SCIENCE/ANALYTICS 
The power of data as it relates to genomics, health care, land mapping, energy and 
smart-grid, our trees, our oceans and ourselves is where we will see New Brunswick 
bioscience companies thrive. In 2018, data in and of itself will not be of value but, the 
technologies that allow us to better interpret, predict and innovate within our resource 
sectors will be what set us apart. Traditionally, Maritimers have been known as hewers of 
wood and drawers of water – data science will be what allows us to grow our traditional 
industries and build on the expertise we have been developing and exploiting for over 
150 years.



DRIVING NEW 
BRUNSWICK’S 
BIOECONOMY
More than two decades ago, BioNB appeared 
out of an idea – a vision for developing a 
biosciences sector in the province of New 
Brunswick. Collaboration with an ecosystem of 
companies, research institutions and partners 
has contributed to renewed momentum for a 
thriving bioeconomy in the region.

The vision for developing a bioeconomy is 
now a reality, as entrepreneurs and leaders trust 
BioNB to deliver on its promise of connecting, 
supporting and advocating for our thriving 
biosciences sector.

364 York Street, Suite 100 Fredericton, NB E3B 3P7 (506) 444-2444 info@bionb.org

facebook.com/biosciencenbbionb.org @BioScienceNB

bionewbrunswick New Brunswick Bioscience Community

https://www.facebook.com/biosciencenb
https://bionb.org/
https://twitter.com/BioScienceNB
https://www.instagram.com/bionewbrunswick/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/5097530

